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Magnetic behavior of exchange-coupled Fe30Au70ÕFe65Au35 bilayers

F. Canet, C. Bellouard, L. Joly, and S. Mangin*
Laboratoire de Physique des Mate´riaux (UMR CNRS 7556), Universite´ Henri Poicaré, BP 239,

F-54506 Vandoeuvre-Le´s-Nancy cedex, France
~Received 16 May 2003; revised manuscript received 30 October 2003; published 9 March 2004!

The evolution of magnetic configurations inside ferromagnetic Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayers have been stud-
ied. The two FeAu alloys magnetization are ferromagnetically exchange coupled at the interface and both
exhibit an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy. The magnetization reversal of a bilayer from one saturated state to the
other occurs via an interface domain wall state, which is metastable. This interface magnetic domain wall
which spreads mainly in the soft Fe30Au70 layer is pinned at the interface by the harder Fe65Au35 alloy. Its
presence and its ‘‘compression’’ are evidenced by magnetization, electrical transport, and ac-susceptibility
measurements combined with a unidimensional micromagnetic calculation. In order to investigate magnetiza-
tion reversal dynamics, temperature dependence as well as magnetic aftereffect measurements were performed.
The magnetization reversal process is found to be thermally activated and activation parameters could be
deduced.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exchange coupling between magnetic layers is
rently of interest for theoretical and technical reasons. I
studied in a large variety of systems which combine fer
magnetic, ferrimagnetic, or antiferromagnetic layers wh
can be magnetically hard or soft and whose structures
single crystalline, polycrystalline, or amorphous.1–3

In a lot of systems, the interface magnetic interaction
sults in a shift of the hysteresis loop described throug
so-called exchange bias fieldHE . Such phenomena are typ
cally observed in ferromagnetic and antiferromagne
systems4–6 and soft and hard ‘‘spring magnet
systems.3,4,7–12 According to the net magnetization of th
materials and the sign of the interface interaction, positive
negative shifts of the magnetic loop occur.13–15These effects
are now used in spin-electronic devices16,17 based on giant
magnetoresistance effects or tunnel magnetoresistance
fects and in which it turns out to be of great interest
control the reversal field of one of the layer magnetizat
and to shift this field from zero.

Beyond macroscopic descriptions, it is of interest to u
derstand microscopic mechanisms, which lead to excha
bias phenomena. Some models are based on the presen
a domain wall at the interface between a first material, wh
magnetization is poorly sensitive to the field~because its ne
magnetization is zero or because it is quenched along an
magnetic axis!, and a second one, magnetically coupled
the first one, whose magnetization easily follows the fie
Such a model seems to be valid for magnetically hard
soft spring magnet bilayer systems,18 which are still under
heavy discussions in antiferromagnetic and soft ferrom
netic materials in which this concept was introduced
Mauri et al.19 In that case the domain wall would play
central role in the magnetic reversal processes of
system.20–22

In previous papers, we have reported results of stud
performed on the amorphous GdFe/TbFe system in wh
TbFe is a very hard ferrimagnetic alloy and GdFe is a s
ferrimagnetic material.3,18 In this system, a uniaxial anisot
0163-1829/2004/69~9!/094402~11!/$22.50 69 0944
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ropy axis was created by using anisotropic evaporation c
ditions for GdFe~Ref. 23! and by field cooling for TbFe.
From various measurements, we could deduce that the re
sal of the magnetic field led first to a reversal of the mag
tization in GdFe, starting from the outer surface of this lay
and we showed that the reversal of the magnetization
stopped against the TbFe layer with the formation of an
terface domain wall mainly located inside the soft lay
~GdFe!.18 Note that those interpretations are generally adm
ted and confirmed for other ‘‘spring magnet’’ systems.1,9–12

Under the pressure generated by the magnetic field, the
main wall is compressed against the TbFe potential bar
and eventually the magnetic field leads to the reversal of
TbFe layer magnetization when it becomes large enou
Such a system has the particularity to be made of isost
tural amorphous materials, which ensures a continuity of
structure at the interface and prevents interface defects
can play an important role in the pinning of the domain wa

The question is to know in which extent the formation
a domain wall at the interface between magnetic layers
general? What is the role of magnetic parameters such
anisotropy, exchange stiffness at the interface, and mag
zation of the two layers? What is the part of the nature of
magnetic material ferromagnet, ferrimagnet, or antiferrom
net? What is the role of the interface structure: we can
example expect that clean interfaces without any defe
would lead to well-defined and uniform domain walls a
that interface defects are the source of lateral domain for
tion as in a Malozemoff model like that of Ref. 24.

In this paper, we present a study performed on
Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayer system, which offers some sp
cific characteristics.~i! Both FeAu alloys are ferromagneti
but with significantly different magnetic parameters, whi
will lead to the occurrence of a moderate potential barrie
the interface between the two alloys.~ii ! The two layers are
made of the same elements, so Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 will
present a kind of interface chemical continuity.~iii ! The
FeAu alloys are polycrystalline and exhibit different stru
tures.

At first, we will focus on the iron-gold system and th
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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structural and magnetic characteristics of the two com
nents of the bilayers: Fe30Au70 and Fe65Au35. In Sec. II, we
describe the magnetic behavior of samples where a thin
layer separates the two iron-gold alloys and which reveal
characteristics of the two magnetic layers independently
Sec. III, we examine the behavior of the magnetica
coupled layers and in which extent their interaction acts
the magnetization reversal processes. The thickness de
dence of both layers on magnetization reversals is exam
both qualitatively and quantitatively using a one-dimensio
micromagnetic calculation. In Sec. IV, we focus on the int
face domain wall: its contribution to the magnetic ac susc
tibility and to the electrical resistivity. Finally in Sec. V, w
study the dynamics of the magnetization reversal proce
through its thermal dependence and magnetic relaxa
measurements and conclude on the thermal activation pa
eters of the process.

II. SYSTEM

According to their phase diagram, iron and gold are v
few miscible and the equilibrium state are a mixture of tw
phases: a fcc phase very rich in gold and a bcc one very
in iron. However, as has been shown by Maderet al.,25 be-
cause of the large difference between the atomic sizes o
two elements, the vacuum codeposition of iron and gold
oms on a cold substrate can lead to the formation of am
phous ‘‘homogeneous’’ alloys or to very small crystallite
As shown by Marchalet al.26,27 the thin FexAu12x films ob-
tained by codeposition of the elements on a substrate ke
the liquid nitrogen temperature are found to be amorphou
x.0.6. This phase is, however, poorly stable and the fi
crystallize in a bcc phase below room temperature by fo
ing very broad grains~1 mm diameter! exhibiting a @110#
texture. According to the same authors, the deposited p
is not amorphous anymore whenx,0.6, but is made of tiny
fcc grains, which are still homogeneous at room temperat

So we focused on the Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayered sys-
tem prepared by high-vacuum coevaporation on glass
strates kept at liquid nitrogen temperature during the dep
tion process and subsequently heated to room tempera
By performing transmission electron microscopy at roo
temperature, we have confirmed previous results26,27and ob-
served randomly oriented 20-nm fcc grains for Fe30Au70 lay-
ers and 1-mm-size bcc grains diffraction pattern for Fe65Au35
films. We could in addition evaluate the lattice parameters
these two phases:a50.385 nm for the fcc structure an
0.285 nm for the bcc one. Finally, a coupled x-ray analy
has confirmed the composition of the alloys.

Then arises the question of the occurrence of a singl
plane anisotropy axis which is required to provide a ‘‘mod
system’’ to study magnetization reversal. This anisotro
axis was observed in amorphous materials such as GdFe
pared in similar geometry conditions.23 As shown in Fig. 1,
the 100-nm Fe30Au70 alloy layer exhibits a clear uniaxia
anisotropy axis atT5300 K. When the magnetic field i
applied perpendicularly to the easy magnetic axis, the m
netization decreases linearly with the field between2HK
and1HK as predicted by the Stoner-Wohlfart model28 and a
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square hysteresis loop~with a coercive fieldHC) is observed
for a magnetic field applied parallel to the easy direction.
for the GdFe system,23 the easy axis lies in the plane of th
film and is perpendicular to the direction defined by the ir
and gold crucibles. At this temperature, the coercive fieldHC
is very small.HC is, however, larger and an opening of th
hysteresis loop along the hard axis is observed at low t
perature; still,HC andHK are reasonably well defined. Th
thermal dependence ofHC , HK , the measured saturatio
magnetizationMS , and the anisotropy constantK given by
K5(HK MS)/2 are shown in Fig. 2. BothMS and K de-

FIG. 1. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) hysteresis loop ob-
tained on a 100-nm-thick Fe30Au70 alloy layer at 300 K for a fieldH
applied along the easy axis~solid circle! and along the hard axis
~open square!. HC the coercive field along the easy axis andHK the
anisotropy field are defined.

FIG. 2. Temperature (T) dependence on a 100-nm Fe30Au70

alloy layer of ~a! HC , the coercive field along the easy axis~solid
square!, andHK , the anisotropy field~open circle!, and~b! MS , the
measured saturation magnetization~open square!, and the anisot-
ropy constantK ~solid circle!.
2-2
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crease as the temperature approaches the Curie tempe
TC . TC can be evaluated to 350 K, which is in agreeme
with the data obtained by Sarkassian.29 Note thatHC , HK ,
andMS were not found to depend on the layer thickness
thickness ranging from 50 nm to 150 nm.

The Fe65Au35 bcc layers deposited on the glass substra
exhibit a poor anisotropy even at high temperature. T
growth process and crystallization in kind of spherolit
probably rule out memory of the deposition process. Ho
ever, it appears that Fe65Au35 films grown on a previously
deposited Fe30Au70 layer behave quite differently and exhib
very clearly, at 400 K, the characteristics of an in-plane
isotropy. This is shown in Fig. 3 which represents the m
netic loops, along and perpendicularly to the easy axis,
ferromagnetic 50-nm Fe65Au35 layer deposited on a 100-nm
Fe30Au70 layer which is, as a matter of fact, paramagnetic
this temperature.

It is then needful to get the magnetic characteristics o
Fe65Au35 deposited on a Fe30Au70 alloy. In order to magneti-
cally decouple the layers, a thin pure gold layer was dep
ited between the two films.

The hysteresis loops obtained by applying the magn
field along and perpendicularly to the easy magnetic axis
a glass/Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Au (3 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm)
multilayer are shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively, for
T510 K. The first drop of the magnetization atHC1 in Fig.
4~a! ~field applied along the easy axis! corresponds to the
reversal of the magnetization of the entire 100-nm-th
Fe30Au70 layer. This was proved by repeating the same
periment on samples with different relative layer thickne
and by showing that this step is precisely proportional to
Fe30Au70 layer thickness. The second drop atHC2 corre-
sponds to the reversal of the magnetization of the 50-
Fe65Au35 layer. In addition, the minor cycle of Fe30Au70 is
centered on 0, which shows that this layer behaves as
were alone and is not submitted to any significant coupl
from the second layer, which would lead to a shift of t
hysteresis loop. The thermal variations ofHC1 andHC2 are
shown in Fig. 5~a!. It is to notice that for all temperatures

FIG. 3. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) hysteresis loop ob-
tained on a Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (100 nm) alloy layer at
400 K for a fieldH applied along the easy axis~solid circle! and
along the hard axis~open square!. HC2 the coercive field along the
easy axis andHK2 the anisotropy field are defined.
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HC1 is identical to the coercive field of a single Fe30Au70

layer plotted in Fig. 2~a! and thatHC2 is larger thanHC1 .
The decoupled multilayer has also been measured at 40
above the Curie temperature of the Fe30Au70 alloy, with an
applied field along and perpendicular to the easy axis. T
magnetization loops obtained exhibit the same character
as the coupled bilayer forT5400 K with identical coercive
and anisotropy fields. These results allow us to assert tha
magnetic characteristics of a 50-nm-thick Fe65 Au35 layer in
a coupled bilayer can be reproduced in
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Au (3 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) decoupled
device.

A typical curve of the magnetization collected atT
510 K with the field applied along the direction perpendic
lar to the easy axis is shown in Fig. 4~b!. In that figure, the
magnetization versus field curve can be considered as
superposition of two independent linear contributions w
their ownHK . The2HK1 and1HK1 fields for which the net
magnetization exhibits a change of slope are for all tempe
tures very close to theHK field found on the Fe30Au70 single
layer in Fig. 2~a!. As a consequence, in the decoupled film
HK1 is attributed to the Fe30Au70 layer andHK2 is related to
the Fe65Au35 layer. Figure 5~b! shows the thermal depen
dence of the saturated magnetizationMS and the anisotropy
constantK attributed to the 50-nm-thick Fe65Au35 layer.
They exhibit a very flat temperature dependence in
5–300 K temperature range, which is expected for
Fe65Au35 alloy with a Curie temperature around 700 K. Th

FIG. 4. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) hysteresis loops ob-
tained on a Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Au (3 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) layer
at 10 K ~a! for a fieldH applied along the easy axis and swept fro
12 kOe to22 kOe and back to12 kOe~solid circle! and along a
minor loop (2 kOe→2100 Oe→2 kOe) ~open circle! and~b! for a
field H applied along the hard axis and swept from12 kOe to
22 kOe and back to12 kOe ~open square!.
2-3
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influence of the Fe65Au35 layer thicknesstFe65Au35
was stud-

ied for 30 nm,tFe65Au35
,100 nm atT5400 K in coupled de-

vices with a 100-nm-thick Fe30Au70 layer.MS andHK2 were
found to be independent of the Fe65Au35 layer thickness
whereasHC2 was found to decrease fromHC25110 Oe for
tFe65Au35

530 nm toHC2525 Oe fortFe65Au35
5100 nm.

From the parametersHK , MS , andTC , we could evalu-
ate the exchange integrals and anisotropy energy and fin
the magnetic domain wall characteristics: energy and th
ness in zero applied field. We followed the methods dev
oped by previous authors using a mean-field method. T
are not totally justified in systems that develop itinerant m
netism but provide nevertheless good orders of magnitud
the micromagnetics quantities. The exchange integralJFe-Fe
in the FexAu(12x) alloys has been estimated in the frame
the mean-field theory byJFe-Fe53 kBTC/2 z x SFe(SFe11)
whereTC5350 K for x50.3 and 700 K forx50.65, andz is
the coordinence (z512 for an fcc structure andz58 for the
bcc one!. SFe has been evaluated from the moment per
atom: mFe5g mBSFe with g52.2, which leads toJFe-Fe
50.8 10214 erg and 1310214 erg for x50.3 and 0.65, re-
spectively. The exchange constantA8 is then calculated with

A8~T!5
nJFe-Fex

2

a S mFe~T!

gmB
D 2

,

FIG. 5. Temperature (T) dependence on Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/
Au (3 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) of ~a! HC1 , the coercive field of
Fe30Au70 layer ~open square!, HC2 , the coercive field of Fe65Au35

layer~open triangle!, andHK2 , its anisotropy field~solid circle! and
~b! MS , the saturation magnetization~open square!, and the anisot-
ropy constantK ~solid square! for the Fe65Au35 alloy.
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wherea is the lattice parameter andn54 for fcc structure
andn52 for the bcc one.30 For T510 K, the exchange stiff-
nesses for Fe30Au70 and Fe65Au35 were estimated, respec
tively, to 131027 erg/cm3 and 4.531027 erg/cm3. In the
frame of a discontinuous linear chain of spins, the energy
surface unit,s, and the domain walls thicknessd under zero
field in each alloy have been deduced fromd5pA2A8/K
and s5pA2A8K. At 10 K we found d590 nm ands
50.2 erg/cm2 for Fe30Au70 and d570 nm and s
51.3 erg/cm2 for Fe65Au35. Beyond these values, we hav
to keep in mind that the domain wall widths are of the sa
order of magnitude in both alloys, but that the energy o
domain wall is about 6 times larger in Fe65Au35 than in
Fe30Au70. This means that the interface between the t
layers constitute a potential step from Fe30Au70 to Fe65Au35
that the domain wall will have to overcome to propaga
from one layer to the other one. AtT5300 K, the domain
wall width and energy are estimated to be 37 nm a
0.05 erg/cm2 in the Fe30Au70 alloy and 67 nm and
1.2 erg/cm2 in Fe65Au35. The ratio between the domain wa
energy in the two alloys is then increased from 6 at 5 K to
about 25 at 300 K.

From the characteristics of the two layers, t
Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayer appears to be a model system
study the pinning of a well-defined domain wall at the inte
face between the two layers since~1! both layers exhibit an
uniaxial anisotropy,~2! a chemical continuity is maintaine
between the two layers, and~3! the domain wall energy is
significantly larger in the Fe65Au35 system, so the
Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayer is about to constitute a potenti
energy step for a domain wall previously created in t
Fe30Au70 layer. Note that those characteristics make
Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayer a unique exchange-coupled sy
tem compared to other ‘‘conventional’’ spring magn
systems.4,9–11,18,31

III. MAGNETIC CONFIGURATIONS IN COUPLED
LAYERS

A. Magnetization measurements

The typical magnetic behavior, with the field applie
along the easy axis atT510 K, of a Fe30Au70(100 nm)/
Fe65Au35 (50 nm) system made of two coupled layers
shown in Fig. 6~b!. It is compared to the behavior of th
Fe30Au70~100 nm!/Au ~3 nm!/Fe65Au35(50 nm) system made
up of the two same layers but separated by a decoupling
layer @Fig. 6~a!#. Four qualitative differences between th
coupled and uncoupled systems are observed.~i! The ampli-
tude of the first drop in the coupled system is reduced an
smaller than the one observed in the uncoupled system
indicates that the reversal of the Fe30Au70 layer magnetiza-
tion, which reverses first, is not complete. The field at wh
the reversal of the magnetization starts is close to the c
cive field of the individual layer. Nevertheless, it will b
called HR1 instead ofHC1 . ~ii ! In the coupled system, the
minor loop @Fig. 6~b!# is no longer centered about 0 bu
about a negative fieldHE . ~iii ! In the intermediate stage
between the two magnetization steps and while going b
2-4
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from HR1.H.HR2 to 0, the normalized magnetizatio
shows a slope with respect to the field variation which
stronger in the coupled system than in the decoupled o
~iv! Finally, it occurs that the second step, which correspo
to the reversal of the Fe65Au35 layer magnetization, occurs a
a field HR2 significantly smaller thanHC2 .

All these facts show that the layers are actually coup
and interact with each other. The evolution of the magn
zation is qualitatively consistent with a model, where the k
role is played by an interface domain wall: starting from
saturated magnetization, there is first atHR1 a nucleation of
the magnetization reversal in the softer layer Fe30Au70. The

FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental normalized magnetization (M /MS) as
a function of the fieldH applied along the easy axis obtained at
K on a Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Au (3 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) layer for
H swept from 500 Oe to2500 Oe~open square! and from 500 Oe
to 2120 Oe back to 500 Oe~open circle!. HC1 and HC2 are, re-
spectively, the measured coercive field of the Fe30Au70 layer and the
Fe65Au35 layer. HK1 (HK2) is the calculated field at which th
Fe30Au70 layer (Fe65Au35 layer! magnetization can no longer b
pointed along the positive field direction it is also its anisotro
field. Lines are the calculatedM /MS . ~b! Experimental normalized
magnetization (M /MS) as a function of the fieldH applied
along the easy axis obtained at 10 K on a Fe30Au70(100 nm)/
Fe65Au35 (50 nm) layer forH swept from 500 Oe to2500 Oe
~open square! and from 500 Oe to2120 Oe back to 500 Oe~open
circle!. HR1 andHR2 are, respectively, the measured field for whi
the Fe30Au70 layer and the Fe65Au35 layer magnetization reverse
Lines are the calculatedM /MS ~solid lines correspond to sat1 or
sat2 states and dash line to the DW state!. HR1

0 and HR2
0 are, re-

spectively, the calculated field at which the sat1 state and the DW
state no longer exist.~c! Evolution of the energy of the three sate
sat1 ~solid line!, sat2 ~dashed line!, and DW ~dotted line! as a
function of the applied field along the easy axis.
09440
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nucleation occurs from the outer surface of the layer and
reversal of the magnetization spreads through the layer.
stopped at the interface between the two materials whe
domain wall is trapped by the potential step due to
change of materials. At this stage, the domain wall can
compressed by increasing the field or decompressed by
ering it, which explain why this part of the magnetizatio
curve~for HR1.H.HR2) is not flat and decreases when th
amplitude of the field increases. Finally, while increasing
amplitude of the field, the domain wall becomes more a
more compressed and under the pressure generated b
magnetic field, the magnetization of Fe65Au35 layer reverses
at a fieldHR2 smaller thanHC2 . The sample is acting as
domain wall junction. The domain wall~DW! junction is a
model device proposed by Gunther and Barbara32 to study
the DW dynamic across an energy barrier. In this structur
DW may be trapped by a potential step, and as the fi
increases, because of the Zeeman energy, the potential
vanishes and the DW may move freely.

B. Micromagnetism calculation

In order to quantitatively characterize the evolution
magnetic configurations involved in exchange-coup
Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayers, energy minimum configuration
were calculated considering the system as a spin chain.
modeling is very similar to the one used in Refs. 8 and
Each spini has its own magnetizationMi , uniaxial anisot-
ropy constantKi , and is exchange coupled to its firs
neighbor spins by an exchange stiffnessAi ,i 11 andAi 21,i . A
magnetic fieldH is applied on the spin chain along the ea
axis. The model is restricted to equilibrium in-plane config
rations since the demagnetizing field tends to maintain
magnetization in the plane of the film. By integrating ov
the whole bilayer thicknesst we obtained the energy pe
surface unit given by

E5E
0

tFAS du

dzD
2

1K sin2 u2H•M cosuGdz. ~1!

To determine the possible energy minima, Eq.~1! was trans-
formed into a discrete form~so that each spin describes
1-nm-thick layer! and minimized. Several solutions corre
sponding to different local minima of energy were obtain
using four different initial magnetic profiles: two saturate
configurations, one with the magnetization pointing alo
the positive field direction (sat1) and the other one along th
negative field direction (sat2) and two configurations with
an antiparallel alignment of the two layers magnetizatio
The parameters (A, K, andMS) used to perform the micro
magnetic calculation are gathered in Table I and are foun
be within the error bars of the parameters previously m
sured and calculated. The calculation should then permi
to determine which magnetic configurations are poss
whereas magnetization measurements provide which c
figuration is actually adopted at a given temperature.

The calculation was first tested in the case of the
coupled layer@Fig. 6~a!# and the results are found to be
accordance with the Stoner-Wholfart model:28 the Fe30Au70
2-5
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F. CANET, C. BELLOUARD, L. JOLY, AND S. MANGIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 094402 ~2004!
(Fe65Au35) magnetization may be pointing antiparallel to t
field as long asH.HK1 (HK2). For H5HK1 ~or HK2), the
energy barrier between the parallel and antiparallel st
vanishes. However, during an experiment at a given temp
ture, the magnetization may switch from an antiparallel t
parallel state for an applied fieldH.HK1 by crossing the
energy barrier between the two states.

For coupled layers the field dependence of the calcula
energy minimum solution@Fig. 6~c!# and the resulting mag
netization component parallel to the field@Fig. 6~b!# are
evaluated. For all fields, very good agreement is found
tween the measured magnetization and calculated mag
zations of one of the energy minimum solution. This perm
us to give a quantitative interpretation of the magnetizat
versus field measurements performed on the coupled lay

Starting from a large positive field the only energy min
mum is the one for which all the spins are pointing along
field direction and parallel to the easy axis~the sample is
saturated!. For such a positive field, all energy terms, anis
ropy, exchange coupling inside the layers, and at the in
face, and Zeeman energy are minimum, the sample ma
tization is kept in the saturated configuration along
cooling direction (sat1). The energy of the configuratio
sat1 exhibits a linear dependence with the field because o
the Zeeman energy terms varies@Fig. 6~c!#. While decreasing
the magnetic field, the Zeeman energy becomes smaller
two metastable minima appear successively: one with
moments opposite to the field (sat2) and a second one~DW!
with a domain wall located at the bilayer interface. ForH
.0, coming from the sat1 configuration, the system has n
reason to leave this configuration to a higher-energy m
mum.

When crossing the zero field, the energy of sat1 and sat2

are reversed and the sat2 state becomes the more stable on
The energy of the DW state is higher than sat1 and sat2 for
fields nearH50 because of the contribution of exchange a
anisotropy in the DW. When increasing the field in the ne
tive direction, sat1 is less and less stable, and according
our calculation, its local minimum disappears nearHR1

0 '
2125 Oe. For this field, the energy barrier between the s1

and DW states vanishes. It means that the system will n
essarily have left the sat1 configuration beyond2125 Oe to
reach either the more stable sat2 state or the intermediat
DW configuration. If it reaches the DW configuration, it h
to leave it beyondHR2

0 '2165 Oe to sat2, for which the
barrier between DW and sat2 vanishes.

From magnetization measurements it is clear that atHR1
the system drops first from the sat1 state to the DW state an

TABLE I. Magnetic parametersA ~exchange stiffness!, K ~an-
isotropy constant!, andMS ~saturation magnetization! for Fe30Au70

alloy layer and Fe65Au35 alloy layer used to perform the micromag
netic calculation. The interface exchange stiffness was estimate
331027 erg/cm.

T55 K MS ~emu! A ~erg/cm! K (erg/cm3)

Fe30Au70 550 131027 2.753104

Fe65Au35 1350 4.531027 203104
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beforeHR1
0 '2125 Oe. Then it drops from DW to sat2 be-

fore HR2
0 '2165 Oe, which means that the activation ener

should play a key role in the transition. A remarkable featu
is that the experimental amplitude of the net magnetizat
drop atHR1 is very close to the difference between the ma
netization calculated in the sat1 and DW states at this field
On the other hand, the experimental variation of the mag
tization in the DW state follows the calculated one. Th
means that the model of compression and decompressio
the domain wall is perfectly justified. The calculated profil
of the domain wall submitted to three different fields a
shown in Fig. 7. It can be noticed that at low field (H
515 Oe) the DW thickness obtained from numerical calc
lations reaches the order of magnitude of the DW thickn
calculated in zero field fromd5pA2A8/K. Furthermore, the
decrease of the DW thickness as the applied field increas
clearly visible. Note that the DW spreads mainly in th
Fe30Au70 but penetrates also slightly into the Fe65Au35 layer,
which is consistent with the fact that the ratio between
energies of the domain wall in these two alloys is moder
(;6).

The calculation permits us to know which states are p
sible but not at which field those states are reached.
instance concerning the reversal from the DW state to
sat2 state, the simulation predicts that this last configurat
is always energetically favorable and that forH52165 Oe
the DW state can no longer exist since this energy wel
longer more present~in other words, the energy barrier ha
vanished!. The question as to why the magnetic configu
tion of the system changes before the energy barrier vani
is discussed in Sec. V.

C. Thickness dependence

A detailed study of the effects of the parameters of
system on the magnetization reversal process was perform
We focused especially on the thickness of the layers (t1 for
the Fe65 Au35 layer andt2 for the Fe30Au70 layer!. The effect
of t1 is shown in Fig. 8 where the magnetic behaviors

to

FIG. 7. Magnetic configuration for three different fieldsH ap-
plied along the easy axis (H515 Oe,H5100 Oe,H5150 Oe) ob-
tained by plotting the angle between the magnetic moment and
positive field direction vs the position of the considered magne
moment in the bilayer thickness.
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Fe30Au70(100 nm)/Fe65Au35(50 nm) and Fe30Au70(50 nm)/
Fe65Au35(50 nm) are compared. It occurs thatHR1 increases
when t1 decreases which shows that the nucleation of
magnetization reversal is more difficult for lowert1 thick-
ness. This is also confirmed by a numerical calculation t
shows that the energy well for the DW state appears and
energy barrier between sat1 and DW vanishes for large
field whent1 decreases (HR1

0 increases ast1 decreases!. As
magnetization reversal of the Fe30Au70 layer requires the for-
mation of an interface domain wall, it can be imagined th
HR1 will be shifted fromHC1 as soon as the thickness of th
Fe30Au70 layer is smaller than the width of the domain wa
which means no ‘‘free’’ domain wall can be created. T
inset of Fig. 8 shows that at 10 K fort15100 nm and 150
nm, HR1 is very close toHC1 and that fort1550 nm it is
significantly shifted, which is consistent with Table I whic
reports that the expected domain wall thickness for
Fe30Au70 alloy is close to 90 nm at 10 K. However,HR2 is
not significantly affected by thet1 variation.

The effect oft2 , the Fe65Au35 layer thickness, is shown in
Fig. 9. HR2 is found to be reduced ast2 increases. This
behavior is probably correlated to intrinsic effects of t
layer and has to be related to the decrease of the Fe65Au35
coercive field as its thickness decreases. Magnetizations
duced from the simulations are well superimposed with
experimental points when the DW is present. Unlike the fi
HR2 deduced from experimental measurements,HR2

0 is found
to increase as the thicknesst2 is increased.

IV. EVIDENCE OF THE TRANSVERSE MAGNETIZATION
COMPONENT OF THE DOMAIN WALL

If in the saturated state all magnetic moments are al
the field direction, parallel or antiparallel to it, the doma
wall state is characterized by a distribution of orientation

FIG. 8. ~a! Experimental normalized magnetization (M /MS) as
a function of the fieldH applied along the easy axis obtained at
K on a Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer~open circle!
and obtained on a Fe30Au70 (50 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer
~open triangle!. Lines are the calculatedM /MS ~solid lines corre-
spond to sat1 or sat2 states and dashed line to the DW state!. ~b!
Thickness (t1) dependence ofHC1 , the coercive field of a
Fe30Au70 (t1 nm), andHR1 , the field at which the Fe30Au70 layer
magnetization reverses in a Fe30Au70 (t1 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bi-
layer.
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the magnetic moments which have to exhibit compone
perpendicular to the field direction. The extreme case is
of spins located in the middle of the domain wall which a
orientated perpendicularly to the field~in the plane of the
sample!. As the transverse component of the spin is not
tected by the magnetization measurements the presenc
DW had to be revealed by indirect techniques. We pres
here evidences from magnetic susceptibility and resistiv
measurements.

A. Magnetic susceptibility

The response of a ferromagnetic system to an alterna
magnetic field is mainly due to the transverse componen
the magnetization. The longitudinal response lowers rap
to 0 below the Curie temperature and as a consequence
ac susceptibility is a measurement of the ‘‘quantity’’ of th
magnetic moment perpendicular to the field. In our expe
ments, the ac susceptibility was collected by superposin
1000-Hz ac field of 2 Oe onto the static field. The data c
lected in the static field range1200– 200 Oe are plotted in
Fig. 10 with the quasistatic magnetization results. The sh
susceptibility steps forHR1 andHR2 correspond to an abrup
increase or decrease of the spin population exhibiting a c
ponent perpendicular to the magnetic field. They precis
occur at fieldsHR1 ~up! and HR2 ~down! which have been
identified as the fields at which the domain wall were crea
and annihilated. These transitions support the hypothesis
domain wall formation, imagined from the amplitude of th
static magnetic transition and already supported by the
merical simulations. The progressive decrease of the m
netic susceptibility betweenHR1 andHR2 is then consistent
with the compression of the domain wall as calculated~Fig.
7!: as the domain wall thickness decreases the numbe
spins having a component perpendicular to the ac field lo
ers and so does the ac-susceptibility signal.

B. Magnetoresistance

The magnetoresistance anisotropy effect constitutes a
ond piece of evidence of the occurrence of the domain w

FIG. 9. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) as a function of the
field H applied along the easy axis obtained at 10 K on
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (t2 nm) layer fort25100, 50, and 35
nm. Lines are the calculatedM /MS ~solid lines correspond to sat1

or sat2 states and dash line to the DW state!.
2-7
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through the transverse magnetic component of the spins
iron-based samples, this effect manifests itself by a ma
mum of electrical resitivity when the electrical current tra
els along the direction of the magnetic moments~parallel or
antiparallel! and by a minimum of resistivity when it travel
perpendicularly to them.8,18As shown in Fig. 10~a!, the elec-
trical resistivity with the electrical current along the ma
netic field exhibits two down and up steps atHR1 andHR2
corresponding to the creation and disappearance of the
main wall, respectively. These transitions are unambiguou
due to the successive appearance and disappearance
transverse component of the magnetic moment. In a sim
way as for the susceptibility, the increase of the resistiv
betweenHR1 andHR2 is due to the compression of the d
main wall. Finally, we can notice that the resistivity d
creases slowly fromH50 Oe to HR1 , which may be ex-
plained by the occurrence of a transverse magnetiza
component preceding the nucleation of the magnetization
versal in the Fe30Au70 layer. Note that this last phenomeno
is not detected by the magnetization measurements but c
be noticed using ac-susceptibility measurements@Fig. 10~b!#.

V. DYNAMIC OF MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL IN
COUPLED LAYERS

A. Temperature dependence

It turned out that the magnetic behavior of the coup
system is strongly temperature dependent and that, in a l
extent, two thermal effects mix:~i! the temperature activate
the crossing of energy barrier by the domain wall and~ii ! the
temperature modifies the magnetic characteristics~saturation

FIG. 10. ~a! Normalized magnetization (M /MS) and magnetore-
sistance (DR/R) as a function of the magnetic fieldH applied
along the easy axis measured at 10 K on a Fe30Au70(100 nm)/
Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer.~b! ac susceptibility vsH measured on a
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer at 10 K.
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magnetization, anisotropy! of the individual layers and as
consequence the heights of the barriers themselves.

The two sets of magnetization curves pictured in Figs.
and 12 as well as the evolution ofHC1 ; HR1 andHR2 fields
gathered in Fig. 13 illustrate these effects. Figure 11 wh
presents magnetization data collected from
Fe30Au70(100 nm)/Fe65Au35(50 nm) sample at low tem
perature exhibits typically what can be expected from a s
tem in which the thermal activation process is dominant.
this restricted temperature range, far fromTC and where the
magnetic parameters of the layers are very little tempera
dependent,HR2 is strongly temperature dependent. The sh
of HR2 towards low field has been observed in the GdF
TbFe system and indicates that the crossing of the pote
step is thermally activated. The nucleation of the dom
wall at HR1 in Fe30Au70 decreases very slowly when increa
ing the temperature, which means it is slightly activated t

Figure 12 shows the magnetization data collected in
wide temperature range forT5150 K, 300, and 350 K. At
350 K, there is only one magnetization step left which c
responds to the coercive field of a unique Fe30Au70 (100 nm)
layer. It is consistent with the fact that the Fe30Au70 is above
its TC and as a consequence the Fe65Au35 layer is magneti-

FIG. 11. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) as a function of the
magnetic field (H) applied along the easy axis of
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer for different tem-
peratures ranging from 5 to 25 K.

FIG. 12. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) as a function of
the magnetic field (H) applied along the easy axis of
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer for different tem-
peratures ranging from 150 to 350 K.
2-8
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cally uncoupled. The magnetization curves collected be
the Curie temperature of Fe30Au70 exhibit the transitions a
HR1 and HR2 ~seeT5150 K andT5300 K) which means
that at these temperatures blocking of the domain wall
exists. However,HR2 goes through a minimum nearT
5120 K, which means that above this temperature,
probably well below, the height of the barrier is strong
temperature dependent and the thermal activation canno
isolated.

B. After effect measurements

In order to study the activation process involved in t
FeAu magnetization layer reversal and so the crossing fro
DW state to a sat state, we limited our temperature rang
the 3–10 K, in which magnetic parameters can be conside
as constant. As shown in Fig. 14,HR2 depends strongly on
the temperature, and as explained above, this change ca
be attributed to the thermal dependence of the magnetic
rameters. Relaxation measurements were performed with
following procedure: at each temperature appearing in F
14, the system was brought to a set of fields close toHR2 ,

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence ofHC1 , the coercive field of
the Fe30Au70 (100 nm) layer, HC2 , the coercive field of the
Fe65Au35 (50 nm) layer, andHR2 , the field at which the system
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) switches from the DW stat
to the sat state.

FIG. 14. Normalized magnetization (M /MS) as a function of
the magnetic field (H) applied along the easy axis of
Fe30Au70 (100 nm)/Fe65Au35 (50 nm) bilayer for different tem-
peratures~3, 5, 6, 7, and 10 K!.
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and then under constant field, isothermal measurement
the magnetizationM (t) were performed as a function o
time.

From M (t), we introduced the reducedB(t) parameter,
defined by

B~ t !5
M ~ t !2MDW

MDW2MSat2
, ~2!

whereMDW is the magnetization in the DW state before t
magnetization drop andMSat2 is the magnetization in the
saturated state.B(t) represents the fraction of the avera
magnetization that has not reversed. Two set of example
the time evolution ofB(t) are shown in Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!
for T55 K and 7 K respectively. All theB(t) curves may
be fitted by an exponential decay with a single relaxat
time t:

B~ t !5B0 expS 2t

t~H,T! D , ~3!

whereB0 is the value ofB for t50.
This expression~3! would be consistent with a model o

sample made of a large number of identical and independ
magnetic domains~single relaxation timet! in which a DW
is pinned by an energy barrier. That hypothesis implies th
domain switching from a DW state to a sat state is the o
reversal process. This description is consistent with expon
tial decay observed on the magnetization versus time plo33

However, we should keep in mind that domain growing
not taken into account in this model. The above doma
could then defined as domains wall junctions~DWJ’s! as
proposed by Gunther and Barbara.32 A DWJ is a magnetic

FIG. 15. Reduced magnetizationB(t)5 @M (t)2MDW#/@MDW

2MSat2# as a function of time (t) for different applied magnetic
fields at~a! 7 K and ~b! 5 K.
2-9
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nanostructure inside which a DW feels a potential ene
barrier. The probabilityP(t) for each DW to cross the barrie
before timet is then given by:

P~ t !512expS 2t

t~H,T! D , ~4!

wheret(H,T) is the relaxation time. Following the analys
of Gunther and Barbara on the field dependence of the he
of the energy barrier seen by a DW,

t~H,T!5t0 expS DE~H !

kT D , DE~H !5DE0S 12
H

HR2
0 D a

,

~5!

where DE0 is the energy barrier height in zero field,t0
51/G0 whereG0 is the attempt frequency, anda53/2 when
«5(12 H/HR2

0 )!1. Also in this modelHR2
0 is the field at

which the barrier vanishes because the positive slope of
interface potential is compensated by the negative slop
the Zeeman energy.t0 could be estimated from the relatio

t05t1 expF 2T2

T22T1
lnS t1

t2
D G ,

which requires two experiments performed at the same fi
but at different temperatures. This condition is not easy
fulfill; however, from t1 (6 K,142 Oe)5115 s and
t2 (5 K,142 Oe)549 000 s, t0 could be estimated to
10210 s. This value is in fact supported by a global analy
of the data based on the fact that for a same sample,
curve in Fig. 16 showing@T ln(t/t0)#

2/3 versusH must be
continuous over the different measurement temperatures
dependently of the relation betweenDE andH ~Ref. 31!.

From this curve,DE0 can be estimated to 1800 K an
HR2

0 to 175610 Oe; this value lies within the hypothesis f
the use of the model of Gunther and Barbara:«5(1
2 H/HR2

0 )<0.3,1. The fact that by two different method
the same value ofHR2

0 has been obtained gives even mo

*Corresponding author. Electronic address: mangins@lpm
nancy.fr

1E.E. Fullerton, J.S. Jiang, M. Grimsditch, C.H. Sowers, and S
Bader, Phys. Rev. B58, 12 193~1998!.

FIG. 16. Field (H) dependence of@T ln(t/t0)#
2/3. For the linear

dependence,DE0 can be estimated to 1800 K andHR2
0 to 175 Oe.
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credit to the DWJ theory. Indeed the micromagnetic calcu
tion predicts the vanishing of the metastability of the dom
wall for HR2

0 5165 Oe.
The above authors described a different DWJ class

pending on the characteristic DWJ length~layer thickness,
energy barrier width, etc.! compared to the domain wa
thickness. It then has to be pointed out th
Fe30Au70(100 nm)/Fe65Au35(50 nm) is a new class of DWJ
since the thickness of the magnetic layer which is the ca
of the energy barrier is comparable of the domain wall wid
whereas in the case of GdFe/TbFe/GdFe DWJ, the T
layer thickness was very thin~0.2–2 nm! compared to the
DW thickness in the GdFe layer~50 nm! ~Ref. 31!.

VI. CONCLUSION

For Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 bilayers, specific growth condi
tions allow us to induce a uniaxial anisotropy in both ferr
magnetic alloys. Precise characterizations of their magn
properties have shown that the bilayer can be classified
‘‘spring magnet.’’ The ferromagnetic layers are ferromagne
cally exchange coupled at the interface and the domain w
energy is significantly different from one layer to the othe
this ratio is evaluated to about 6 at low temperature. Ho
ever, this difference is moderate compared to other sp
magnet systems.1,3,7–9,11 When a magnetic field is swep
along the easy axis, magnetization reversal from one s
rated state to the other occurs via an interface domain w
state which is metastable. Because of the moderate dom
wall energy ratio, this interface domain wall is present
both layers. However, it spreads mainly in the soft Fe30Au70
layer and is pinned and compressed by the field against
harder Fe65Au35 layer. Its presence and its compression a
evidenced by magnetization measurements combined
micromagnetic calculation and using transport and
susceptibility measurements. Both of these techniques
found to be very sensitive to the presence of a magnetiza
component perpendicular to the applied field and con
quently to the domain wall. The system can reach its m
mum saturated state when the domain wall overcomes
energy barrier. In order to characterize this barrier, the te
perature dependence as well as magnetic aftereffect mea
ments has been performed. The magnetization reversal
cess was found to be thermally activated and activat
parameters could be deduced. The field for which the ene
barrier vanishes is found to be very close to the one dedu
from simulations using the magnetic characteristics of in
vidual layers. This result allows us to assert that the ene
barrier felt by the DW is due to the specific magnetic pro
erties of the alloys and that the Fe30Au70/Fe65Au35 device
can be considered as a model system of domain wall ju
tions.
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